RELIABLE TRUSS AND COMPONENTS, INC.

Member of the National Lumber Family of Companies | Headquarters in Mansfield, MA
Reliable Truss does much more than manufacturing trusses . . .

Design & Engineering  Manufacturing  Ready to Install
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Service Above All™
NATIONAL Lumber
A FAMILY OF COMPANIES

Capabilities
Reliable Truss provides all types of structural components . . .

Cupolas

Gazebos

Custom Projects
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Service Above All™
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Capabilities
Structural components manufactured to your specifications

Service Above All™
National Lumber
A Family of Companies

Framing
Cupola Construction
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Structural components manufactured to your specifications
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Windows, Siding, Trim — Ready to Deliver
Cupola Construction
Custom structures designed, manufactured, and delivered
Custom structures designed, manufactured, and delivered

Components Delivered Ready to Install

Gazebo Construction
Custom structures designed, manufactured, and delivered.
Custom structures designed, manufactured, and delivered

Installation Completed by Builder

Pergola Construction
Custom structures manufactured and delivered ready to install
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Eyebrow Dormer Fabrication

Dormer Construction
Custom structures manufactured and delivered ready to install
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Builder Installs Dormer Using Crane

Dormer Construction
Structural elements manufactured and delivered ready to install.

Manufacturing Floor Trusses

Floor Structures
Structural elements manufactured and delivered ready to install

Floor Panel Placed by Crane
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National Lumber
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Precision End Trimmed I-Joists

Service Above All™
National Lumber
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Floor Structures

Photos: National Lumber | Precision End Trimmed I-Joists Being Installed by Builder’s Crew – Available with Inkjet Printing for Planned Installation
Engineered Floor System

- Precision End Trimmed I-Joists
- Inkjet Labeling
- Color Coded Plans
- Pre-Applied Sub-Floor Adhesive

Floor Structures
High R-Value Insulated Rimboard

- Consists of two OSB boards and polyurethane foam adhered to create a tightly sealed, high R-value barrier for the beltline perimeter.
- R-11 assembly insulates a difficult area in floor construction in one step.
- Meets APA PRR 401 for non-structural rimboard.
- Helps your project meet Massachusetts Stretch Energy Code.
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From 3D Models by Reliable Truss
To Installation by Builder
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Roof Framing
Customer Testimonial

“I must admit I was skeptical about precut rafters but after the pre-engineered flooring system came together so nicely you earned my confidence.

Our reputation depends on building custom homes to exact standards. The coordination between the field and your shop was flawless and the final product was installed quickly without issues.

Well done... I will be working both systems into our future projects.”

David Brookes, President, Brookes and Hill Custom Builders

Precut Rafters
Multi-Residential
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Custom Home
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RELIABLE TRUSS
AND COMPONENTS, INC.
Build More Profitably

Profitable builders have a measurable competitive edge by using cost-reducing construction techniques that improve building quality at the same time. By delivering materials ready to install we provide you with that competitive edge.

Our Focus is on Your Success
Mission Statement

“To build and maintain strong, mutually beneficial business relationships with commercial builders, home builders, contractors and suppliers by being passionately committed to consistent, extraordinary service beyond expectations.”

Our Focus is on Your Success
Precut Rafters delivered via boom truck

New Bedford, MA
Branford, CT
Bell Roof Sections on Flatbed Trailer

If we can ship it, we can build it!

New Bedford, MA
Branford, CT
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Bell Roof Section Lifted By Telehandler

If we can ship it, we can build it!

New Bedford, MA
Branford, CT
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Delivering Across New England & Beyond

New Bedford, MA
Branford, CT

Completed Components Delivered Ready to Install

Two state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities

Delivering Across New England & Beyond

New Bedford, MA
Branford, CT

RELIABLE TRUSS AND COMPONENTS, INC.